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We consider hooks, hook tableaux, rim hooks, and rim hook tableaux where all 
hooks and rim hooks have length k. Using a rim hook version of the “jeu d’taquin” 
of Schiitzenberger and the orientation of a rim hook (its mod k distance from the 
main diagonal), we give a simple alternative description of the *-diagrams of 
Robinson. The rim hook Schensted correspondence given by one of us in a previous 
paper then decomposes into a k-tuple of ordinary Schensted correspondences. This 
decomposition is used to “lift” the important applications of the ordinary Schensted 
correspondence to the rim hook Schensted correspondence. These include 
applications to inverses, increasing and decreasing subsequences. and the Schiitzen- 
berger evacuation procedure. i ‘ 1985 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Schensted algorithm [14] has long been a major tool in the theory 
of permutations, both in its algebraic and its combinatorial formulations. 
In its most basic form, the Schensted algorithm identifies permutations 
with pairs of standard tableaux of the same shape. It has been extended in 
a number of important ways [ 10,6, 131 and has been shown to be 
equivalent to or related to a variety of other combinatorial algorithms, 
including the Hillman-Grassl correspondence [ 71, the Burge correspon- 
dence [2], the jeu d’taquin of Schiitzenberger [lS], and the Littlewood- 
Richardson rule [ 121. 
In [20], one of us gave a combinatorial proof of the orthogonality of the 
characters of S,. That proof included an extension of the Schensted 
algorithm to rim hook tableaux. In this paper, we treat the important 
special case of that construction when all rim hooks and all hooks have the 
same length k. In this case we identify pairs of k-rim hook tableaux of the 
same shape with k-hook permutations, permutations of k-hooks with 
single-valued content. We then extend virtually all the important properties 
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of ordinary Schensted to this rim hook version. These include results on 
inverses, involutions, increasing and decreasing subsequences, etc. 
While we deal exclusively with tableaux and hooks in this paper, we 
should remark that k-hook permutations have an important algebraic 
realization--they can be thought of as elements of the wreath product 
S,[Z,]. If k= 1, this group is S,, and all the constructions specialize to 
ordinary Schensted on S,. If k = 2, the construction gives rise to an iden- 
tification between elements of the hyperoctahedral group and pairs of 
domino tableaux of the same shape [16]. Many of the important proper- 
ties of the Schensted algorithm as it relates to S,, extend to the hyperoc- 
tahedral group. 
Section 2 states the basic definitions used throughout. Section 3 describes 
the rim hook Schensted algorithm. Section 4 gives the rim hook analog of 
the jeu d’taquin. It also includes a combinatorial proof that xi = xi,, where 
1; is the character of the irreducible representation 1. of S,, and where p and 
p’ differ only by a reordering. Section 5 discusses “orientation.” This is the 
key idea of the paper; it allows a k-rim hook tableau to be “pulled apart.” 
This pulling apart is described in Section 6 and in Section 7 the important 
decomposition theorem is proved. Finally, the decomposition theorem is 
used in Section 8 to “lift” many of the known theorems involving ordinary 
Schensted to rim hook Schensted. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
We say A = (2, ,..., A,) is a partition of n (&-n) if Ai b A2 > . > i, b 1, 
4 + . . . + J, = n, and each li is an integer. We say 2 has 1 parts and /Al= n. 
Alternatively, we write 2 as lj12j2..., where ji is the number of parts of I of 
size i. Thus (6, 3, 3, 2, 1, 1, l)= 132’3*61 + 17. 
We will frequently refer to 2 t---n as a shape or diagram. In this case we 
associate with 1 an array of squares or cells, I, cells in the first row, & cells 
in the second row, etc., putting the first cell in each row into a single 
column. Thus, the rows are left justified with the longest row at the top. 
Suppose p = (CL, ..., pI) and II = (E,, ,..,, A,,,) are two partitions such that 
12 m and pi 2 Ai for 1~ id m. The skew shape or skew diagram p/A is the 
diagram obtained by removing the cells of the A diagram from the cells of 
the p diagram. Let Ip/nl= IpI- 121. 
A tableau (skew tableau) of shape il (p/n) is the shape II (skew shape 
p/n), each cell of which contains a positive integer. We say that the tableau 
(skew tableau) of shape ,? (skew shape ~/uln) has content p = (pl ,..., p,) if p 
contains pi l’s, pZ 2’s,..., pmm’s. Thus, pi>0 and p1 + ... +pm= 111 (lp/Al). 
The content of p is then a composition of ]A1 ([p/1(). Naturally associated 
with each composition of n is a partition of n. 
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FIGURE 1 
A hook is a shape lji’. A hook tableau is a tableau of shape 1 ‘ii all of 
whose entries are the same. 
Suppose i is a shape. The outside border of i is the collection of cells not 
in 1 but immediately below and to the right of the cells in I; or in the first 
row and to the right of 1.; or in the first column and below 1. See Fig. 1. A 
set of contiguous cells CI in the outside border of A may have an illegal heud 
on A (the cell above the upperrightmost cell in CI is in the outside border of 
i, Fig. 2A) or an illegal tail on jL (the cell to the left of the lower leftmost 
cell in r is in the outside border of i, Fig. 2B) or possibly both. If ct has 
neither an illegal head on 1 nor an illegal tail on i, a is an rim hook outside 
E. (Fig. 2C). Note that even if c1 is not a rim hook outside 1, a is still a rim 
hook outside A’ for some other shape A’. We say x is a rim hook if a is a rim 
hood outside i for some 1. In particular, hooks are rim hooks. Two rim 
hooks a and p are called head-to-tail if an p = 0 and au 1-3 is a rim hook. 
Alternatively, a and /I are head-to-tail if the head of one is either directly 
below or directly to the left of the tail of the other. 
A 
p 
A B 
FIGURE 2 
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A rim hook tableau P of shape ;. and content p = (p, , pz . ..., P,~), [I,,, # 0, 
is a tableau P of shape I such that 
1. the set of cells r containing m is a rim hook outside E. - ~1, and 
2. E, - CI is also a rim hook tableau. 
Because m is the maximum entry of i, the entries in P in any one row or 
column must weakly increase. We similarly define a skew rim hook tableau. 
We define k-hooks (k-rim hooks) to be hooks (rim hooks) a with 1~11 = k. 
A k-rim hook tableau is a rim hook tableau each of whose rim hooks is a k- 
rim hook. The content, then, of a k-rim hook tableau is p = (pl ,..., p,,), 
where each p, = 0 or k. The partition associated with p is k’. For a k-rim 
hook tableau P we will sometimes call cant(P) = ji:p, # 0). In this context, 
the content of P is the set of values of the entries of P. Figure 3 gives a 4- 
rim hook tableau whose content is { I, 2, 4, 6, 7). 
From now on, unless we explicitly specify to the contrary, all hooks will 
be k-hooks and all rim hook tableaux will be k-rim hook tableaux. 
Suppose P is a (skew) rim hook tableau and CL is the set of cells of P con- 
taining r. We write cont.(a)=r (or cont(cr)=r) and Icp(r) =a (or 
It(r) = IX). Suppose p is some rim hook. Then b(s) denotes the rim hook /? 
with s inserted in every cell of fl. 
For any (skew) shape, we number the diagonals, beginning with 0 for 
the main diagonal, increasing up and to the right and decreasing down and 
to the left. Any rim hook has at most one cell on any diagonal. The 
diagonal of a rim hook a, diag(cr), is the diagonal of the head of a. The 
orientation of a rim hook a, O(a), is diag(a) mod k. In Fig. 3, if a = ~c(4) 
and /I = ~(6), then diag(a) = 2, O(a) = 2, diag(/?) = -1, and O(B) = 3. We 
will, on occasion, write diag(r) or O(r) to mean diag(K(r)) or O(K(~)). 
Because there is a unique rim hook containing only r, this does not lead to 
confusion for k-rim hook tableaux. Finally, we note that if two k-rim hooks 
a and /I are head-to-tail, then either diag(a) =diag(P) + k or diag(fi) = 
diag(a) + k. Thus, O(a) = O(B). 
Suppose H is a hook tableau. Thus, H consists of k cells with a fixed 
entry. Let O(H) denote the orientation of H and cant(H) denote the con- 
tent of H (a singleton). 
FIGIJRE 3 
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The array X = (“#::: j$‘) ) of hook tableaux is called a hook permutation 
of length 1 (written in 2-line notation) if 
(1) O(H(i))=O(Hi) for i= l,..., 1 
(2) cont(H(i)) < cont(H(j)) if i<j 
(3) cont(Hi)#cont(Hj) if i#.j. 
The orientation vector of X is the I-tuple of orientations 
(O(H,),..., O(H,)) = (O(H(l)),..., O(H(1))). The content permutation of 2 is 
the array ( Co~~~~~H:::,C,O,n:l~~~))). Clearly, a hook permutation is uniquely 
determined by its orientation vector and its content permutation. In Fig. 4 
we see a hook permutation of length 5 with k = 4, whose orientation is 
(2, 2,0, 3, 1) and whose content permutation is (i : z 2 i ). 
If the first row of the content permutation is 1,2,..., I, then we may write 
X in l-line notation: S = (H,, H, ,..., H,), and the content permutation 
may be displayed in l-line notation: (cont(H,),..., cont(H,)). In this case, 
the number of hook permutations of length m and content in [m] = 
(1, 2,..., m} is k”m! and the content permutation is a true permutation of 
[ml. 
3. THE SCHENSTED ALGORITHM 
In [20] one of us described an algorithm which associated hook per- 
mutations with pairs of rim hook tableaux. In that paper, the hook per- 
mutations were more generally defined to include hooks of differing 
lengths. Furthermore, the pairs of rim hook tableaux had signs associated. 
Negative pairs “cancelled” with positive pairs. When the characters xi of S,, 
are interpreted combinatorially using the Murnaghan-Nakayama formula 
111 EF 1 
333 
EP 3 
333 877 3 
111 
EF 1 
77 IF 7 i 
FIGURE 4 
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+ slitherupko) 
FIGURE 5 
(see [S] for a description), the algorithm presented in that paper gave a 
combinatorial proof of the orthogonality relation: 
c x;x;, = 6,,,, 1 “j, ! 2’2j2! . . . 
I 
In this section, we describe the special case of that algorithm, where all 
of the hooks have the same length. In this situation, no cancellation occurs 
and a bijection between hook permutations and pairs of rim hook tableaux 
of the same shape is established. Thus, the algorithm we describe here (like 
those in [20]) is a generalization of the Schensted algorithm ([ 141; see 
also [9]). 
The Schensted algorithm consists of an insertion algorithm made up of a 
series of “bumpings.” Before describing the generalized insertion algorithm, 
we need some technical definitions. Suppose cr is a rim hook, (T c outside 
border of %. Then slitherup (A, CJ) E: outside border of A, is the rim hook 
whose tail is adjacent to the head of 6. Note that neither 0 nor slitherup 
(A, a) need be a rim hook outside A. In fact, CJ will have a legal head on i if 
and only if slitherup (A, a) has an illegal tail on 1. See Fig. 5. Similarly, we 
define slitherdown (A, 6). 
If ix is a collection of cells, then bumpout (a) is the collection of cells, each 
of which is directly below and to the right of a single cell in CL See Fig. 6. 
If CJ and t are rim hooks outside 2, on z # @, and a#z, we define 
o[r] = (CJ - (T n r) u bumpout (CS n t). Note that a[r] is a rim hook outside 
Au r. In Fig. 7 o[z] is shaded. 
F 
a P bumpout 
FIGURE 6 
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In order to define the bumping procedure, we need to define an overlap- 
ping pair (U, I’). Let U be a rim hook tableau of shape ,$ with every entry 
<r. Let V be a skew rim hook tableau of shape p/o, containing a rim hook 
t(r) of r’s whose minimum entry is Y. Furthermore, ,?/CJJ is a rim hook C-J 
outside o, and lcr[ = k. In Fig. 8 we give an example of an overlap- 
ping pair with r = 6 and c marked in dark outline. 
Given an overlapping pair (U, V), we define a new overlapping pair 
A( U, V) = (i?, P) as follows: 
1. If ma=@, then .!?= Uut(r) and P= V-s(r). 
2. If zna#@ and ~#a, then o= Uuz[a](r) and P= V-t(r). 
3. If r=cr, then o= Uuz,(r) and P= V-T(~), where T, is obtained 
from the procedure 
T, +-T 
repeat 
z1 e slitherup (>,, T , ) 
until ti has a legal head on i. 
Thus, 0 will be U with a rim hook of r’s adjoined and ? will be V with the 
rim hook of r’s removed. It is not difficult to see that (0, p) is an overlapp- 
ing pair. We refer the reader to [ZO] for details. 
“=p-- v=m 
FIGURE 8 
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Remark 1. Note that A is orientation preserving. That is, if r~ = ijo for 
(U, V) and ci = X/&J for (0, P), then O(a) = O(8) and O(j) in I’= O(j) in 
U. Furthermore, diag(r) and diag(o) remain unchanged in cases 1 and 2 
and always change in case 3. Also, in case 3, O(s) = U(a); while in case 2, 
O(T) # O(a). 
An application of A to Fig. 8 with r = 6 gives case 1. Two repeated 
applications of A (with r = 7 and 8) then give case 2 and case 3, respec- 
tively. 
In the usual Schensted algortihm an entering number must be positioned 
in a specific row. We now give the analog of the procedure for rim hooks. 
Suppose P is a rim hook tableau not containing r’s and H is a hook 
tableau with cant(H) = r. We define Position (H)(P) or Pas(H)(P) as the 
overlapping pair (U, V) as follows: Let P = P, u P,, where the entries of 
P,(P2) are less than (greater than) r. Put P, = V. Let r = shape of H and 
3.’ = shape of P,. This procedure then positions t: 
while r intersects 1, do 
T + slitherdown (a, r) 
while r has an illegal head on 2’ do 
z + slitherup (A’, T ). 
Then U = P, u T(r). 
Finally, no more bumping is possible in an overlapping pair (U, V) when 
V has been exhausted. This occurs if /* = o. In this case we deline Combine 
(U, V) or Com( U, V) to be U. 
We can now define insertion. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose P is a rim hook tableau with shape p, with no entry 
r, and with 1 values larger than r. Suppose H is a hook tableau with 
cant(H) = r. Then I,,(P) = Corn A’0 Pos( H)(P) (the insertion of H into P) 
is a rim hook tableau p of shape ,h whose content agrees with P except for u 
rim hook_of r’s. Furthermore, p/p is a rim hook outside p. Finally, O(H) = 
O(r) in P= O@/p); and, ifs is a value in P, U(s) in P= O(s) in B. 
Proof We refer the reader to [20] for details of all but the last sen- 
tence. The last sentence is true because A is orientation preserving (as 
noted in Remark 1 ), and so are Corn and Pos. Note: if the orientation of H 
is understood, we will write 1, for Z, and Pas(r) for Pas(H) where 
cont( H) = r. 1 
The bijection between hook permutations and pairs of rim hook 
tableaux is obtained by repeated applications of the insertion algorithm. 
The verification that the Schensted algorithm is a bijection is given in [20], 
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where the inverse is given. In Fig. 9 we give an example of the iden- 
tification. We show the insertion at each stage. 
In succeeding sections we shall see that Sch has many of the familiar 
properties of the ordinary Schensted correspondence. 
THEOREM 3. There is a bijection, Sch, from k-hook permutations qf 
length m to all pairs of rim hook tableaux of the same shape. Furthermore, !‘f 
= (P, Q) 
then cant(P) = (cont(H,),..., cont(H,)} and cant(Q) = jcont(H( l)),..., 
cont(H(l))}. Also, 
O(cont(H,)) in P= O(H,) = O(H(i)) = O(cont(H(i))) in Q. 
FEURE 9 
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4. THE JHJ D’TAQUIN 
Related in several ways to the Schensted correspondence is the “jeu d’ta- 
quin” of Schtitzenberger [lS]. It is an algorithm defined on column strict 
tableaux. An essentially similar procedure of switching values is described 
by Bender and Knuth [ 11. It is used to show that the number of column 
strict tableaux of a given shape is independent of the order of the content. 
In this section we give a rim hook analog of this switching procedure. 
Our switching algorithm will analogously show that the sum of the signs of 
rim hook tableaux of a given shape and content is independent of the order 
of the content. Using the MurnaghanNakayama formula for the 
irreducible characters of S,, this will show that xi = $, where p’ is any 
reordering of p. 
When we specialize to p = k”, this rim hook switching procedure will be 
used to describe a rim hook “jeu d’taquin.” In succeeding sections, we will 
show that all connections between the Schensted correspondence and the 
ordinary jeu d’taquin have rim hook versions. 
In the discussion that follows, we allow rim hooks of different lengths. 
We shall say that P is a *-rim hook tableau if P is a rim hook tableau 
whose entries include * and are from the set { 1, 2,..., m, * f, where 
r - 1 < * < r, for some r. We introduce the symbol * to make it clear that 
no established order relationship governs *. 
We say that r c’owrs * (* < r) in P if r is the next integer larger than * 
in P. Figure 10 gives an example of a *-rim hook tableau with * < 5. 
Suppose * < r in P. We say that * and r overlap if bumpout 
(K( * ) ) n K( r ) # 0. If * and r are neither head-to-tail nor overlapping, we 
call * and r separated. 
Suppose P is a *-rim hook tableau of shape I with * < r. We define a 
mapping TX’(*) that sends P into another *-rim hook tableau I’ of shape E, 
as follows: 
1. If * and r are separated in P, then X(*)P= p= P, but with the 
reordering r < . *. 
FIGURE 10 
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FIGURE 11 
2. If * and r overlap in P, then X(*) exchanges r and * along 
diagonals of P. Again, r < * * in P. 
3. If * and r are head-to-tail, then r = K( *) u K(I) is a rim hook. 
Then X(*) moves all of the symbols at the head of z to the tail of z, and 
vice versa. The number of r’s and *‘s is preserved. In this case, either r < * 
in P or * < . r in P. 
In Fig. 11 we give an example of case 2. Figure 12 shows case 3 with 
r < . * and Fig. 13 shows case 3 with * < . r. 
The sign of a rim hook 0 is sgn(a) = ( - 1) #rows(o)~ ‘. It is easy to verify 
(with a case-by-case argument) that * < . r in P = X( *)P if, and only if, 
For example, the signs of the hooks in Fig. 13 are ( -, + ) and ( +, + ). 
Let P be a rim hook tableau. Let sgn(P) be the product of the signs of 
the rim hooks of P. 
THEOREM 4. Let A be a partition of n. Then 
c w(P)= 1 sgn(P’), 
P rim hook P’ rim hook 
of shape I of shape 1 
and content p and content (1 
where p’ is any reordering of p. 
FIGURE 12 
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FIGURE 13 
Proof. If p and p’ differ by an adjacent transposition, X defined above 
established this identity. The theorem follows because any reordering can 
be written as a sequence of adjacent transpositions. The “signed bijection” 
in the general case is given by the involution principle of Garsia and Milne 
[a 1 
The Murnaghan-Nakayama formula (see [S] for a discussion and 
proof) gives the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 5. Let A he a partition of n. Then 
xi = x$, where p’ is any reordering of p. 
Remark 6. It is important to note that * < r in P (and the accompany- 
ing sign reversal) can occur only if lfc( * ) / # / (r ) I. We now return to our 
assumption that all rim hooks are of length k and all rim hook tableaux 
(and *-rim hook tableaux) are k-rim hook tableaux. Then X(*) can cause 
no sign reversal, and if * < . r in P, then r < * in X(*)P. Also note that X 
is orientation preserving here. That is, O(*) and O(r) are not changed. 
Furthermore, diag(*) and diag(r) remain unchanged if * and r are 
separated or overlap, but diag(*) and diag(r) switch if * and r are head-to- 
tail. Also, if * and r are head-to-tail, O(*) = O(r), while if * and r overlap, 
O(*) # O(r). When * and r are head-to-tail, we say that they cross or X 
crosses * and r. 
Next we need some notation in order to define the rim hook jeu d’taquin 
from the operator X. If P is a rim hook tableau containing a rim hook of 
s’s, then Change(s, *)(P) or Ch(s, *)(P) is the *-rim hook tableau obtained 
by replacing every s in P with *. The obvious convention s - 1~ * < s + 1 is 
also assumed. If P is a rim hook tableau whose largest value is m, then 
Erase (m)(P) or Era(m)(P) is the rim hook tableau with the m’s erased. 
Note that P can also be a *-rim hook tableau with * being the largest 
value. Then Era(*) erases the *‘s. 
Finally we come to the rim hook analog of the Schiitzenberger 
evacuation procedure. Suppose P is a rim hook tableau which contains a 
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FIGURE 14 
rim hook of s’s and there are 1 values in P larger than s. Let E,(P) = 
Era(*) 0 X’(*) 0 Ch(s, *)(P). The operator E, essentially “evacuates” s from P 
by “erasing” s and successively “sliding” larger valued rim hooks into the 
vacated positions. When the vacated positions reach the outer rim, the 
sliding stops. Figure 14 gives an example of ES. 
We conclude this section by describing the rim hook analog of the 
Schiitzenberger “evacuation tableau” ([See [9]). Suppose P is a rim hook 
tableau with entries 1~ s1 < s2 < . . . < sI < m. Since E,(P) differs in shape 
from P by a rim hook outside the shape of E,(P), we can construct a rim 
hook tableau by successively evacuating s, , sZ,..., sI from P; and, after each 
evacuation, inserting m + 1 - s, ,..., m + 1 -s, respectively into these rim 
hooks. This new tableau has the same shape as P and is called Z(P). If 
I= m so that the entries of P are { 1,2,..., m}, then the entries of L'(P) are 
also ( 1, 2,..., m}. Throughout the discussion of C in Section 8 the value of 
m will be understood. 
More precisely, we define .X(P) inductively. Suppose m is given and P is 
a rim hook tableau whose content is (s, ,..., s[}, 1 < sI < s2 < .. . <s,< m. 
We define Z(P) as the rim hook tableau with the same shape as P, and 
with content {m + 1 - s ,,..., m + 1 -s, }, such that 
E ,+I--,,o~(P)=C(E,,(P)). 
Note that since m + 1 -sr is the largest entry of C(P), in this case 
E m+, _ s, = Era(m + 1 -sr). In Fig. 15 we give an example of a pair 
(P, C(P)) (see also Sect. 8). 
Remark 7. We will occasionally use this fact in what follows: P = Q if 
and only if m is the maximum entry in both P and Q, P and Q have the 
same shape, and E,(P) = E,(Q). In this case E, = Era(m). 
FIGURE 15 
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5. ORIENTATION 
In this section we will describe how the insertion and evacuation 
algorithms are related to orientation. We shall establish a series of lemmas 
which, in effect, show that the evacuation or insertion algorithms act 
“independently” if the respective rim hooks have different orientations. 
In the last section we introduced a *-rim hook tableau. Here, we 
introduce the new symbol # and a (*, # )-rim hook tableau, a rim hook 
tableau which includes the symbols * and #. 
LEMMA 8. If O(s) # O(t), then E, ‘E, = E, 0 E,. 
Proqf: We assume that t < s. We must show that every rectangle in the 
diagram given in Fig. 16 commutes. 
It is easy to see that all rectangles which involve an operator other than 
X commute. It is also not hard to see that if # < * but # k . *, then 
A’( # ) 0 X(*) = A’(*) 0 X( # ). Thus we need only show that if # < . *, 
Ch(t,d 
x(4 
f 
Chit?) 
xi4 
X(4 Et Et x(4 
Era@) 
Ch(s,*) X(+) 
-- 
x(4 
XM 
Era (#) 
X(+ Xb) Erah) 
FIGURE 16 
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The stronger statement X(*) 0 X( # ) = X( # ) 0 X(*) for # < . * definitely is 
false. So we cannot split the 2 x 1 rectangles in Fig. 16 into 2 1 x 1 rec- 
tangles. 
Let P be a (*, # )-rim hook tableau with # < * < . Y. Define 
P,, P, ,..., P, as follows 
P W*) ’ PI 
xc # ) 
’ p2 
X( # J 
t and r switch # and r switch # and I switch ’ p3 (1) 
and 
P X( # ) ’ p4 
m # ) 
’ p5 
XC*) 
# and I switch # and I switch I and r switch ’ p,. (2) 
We clearly have 
diag,( # ) = diag,,( # ), diag,(r) = diag,,(r) 
diag,,(*) = diag.,(*), diag,,(*) = diag,,(* 1 (3) 
diagp2(r) = diag,,(rL diag,,( # ) = diag,,( # ). 
Since X preserves orientation and O(s) # O(t) we have O(*) # O( # ), so by 
Remark 6, 
diag,,(* I= diag,,(* h diag,( # ) = diag,,( # ) 
diag.,( # I= diag.,( # 1, diag.(*)=diag,,(*). 
Similarly, if in addition O(r) # O( # ), we have 
diag,,(r) = diagp,(r), diag,,(r) = diagPS(r) 
diag,,( # I= diag,,( # h diag,( # ) = diag,,( # ), 
Also if O(r) # O(*), then 
diag,(r) = diag,,(r), diag,,(r) = diag,,(r) 
diag,(*) = diag,,(*), diag,,( *) = diag.,( *). 
We consider three cases: 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(a) If O(r) # O( #) and O(r) # U(+), then (3) (4) (5) and (6) imply 
diag,,(r) = diag,,(r), 
diag,,(*) = diag,,(*), (71 
diag,,( # ) = diag.,( # ). 
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(b) If O(r)=@*), then (3), (4), and (5) hold so that 
diag,,( # I= diag,( # 1, 
diag,( * ) = diag.,( * ), 
diag,(r) = diag,,(r). 
Thus, * and r are head-to-tail in P if and only if they are head-to-tail in P,. 
So X( *) crosses * and r in P -+ P, if and only if X( * ) crosses * and r in 
P, -+ P,. Therefore, diag,,(*) = diag,,(*) and diag.,(r) = diagpo(r), which, 
when combined with (3) (4) and (5) give (7). 
(c) If O(r) = O( # ), then (3) (4), and (6) hold so that 
diag,,(*)=diag.,(*), 
diagp,(r) = diag,(r), 
diag,,( # ) = diag,( # 1. 
As in (b), X(# ) crosses # and r in P, -+ P, if and only if X( # ) crosses # 
and r in P, + P,. Again we find diag,,(r) =diag,,(r) and diag,( # ) = 
diag,,( # ), which yield (7). 
In any case we have (7). Since the relative positions of *, #, and r are 
changed in both (1) and (2), and all other entries are fixed, (7) implies 
P,=Pg. 1 
LEMMA 9. If O(s) # O(t), then E, :’ I, = I, 0 E,,. 
Proof We extend the definitions of Ch, X, and Era to overlapping pairs 
in the obvious way. Note that X(*) cannot be defined if * < . r and + and r 
are in different tableaux of an overlapping pair. Also, we use Pos ‘(t) to 
denote Pos( t), where t < *, and Pos (t) denotes Pas(t), where * < . t. 
If s < t, we must show that every rectangle and triangle in Fig. 17 com- 
mutes. If t <s, we must show that every rectangle and triangle of Fig. 18 
commutes. 
Again there are a number of easy cases. As in Lemma 8, as long as * is 
not the largest (smallest) value in the first (second) tableau of the overlap- 
ping pair, X(*) 0 A = A 0 X(*). These two exceptional cases lead to the 2 x 1 
rectangles in Figs. 17 and 18 which need to be checked (case II). The only 
other non-trivial case is A 0 Pos + (t) = X(*) 0 Pose(t) for s < t and 
t-l<*<t+l.ThisisourcaseI. 
I. Supposes<tandt-l<*<t+l.WeneedtoshowAoPos+(t)= 
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X(*) 0 POS (t). Because X preserves orientation, o(t) # U(S) = o(* ). we 
have 
Clearly we need only prove U, = V,, as this implies V, = V,. 
Since slithers occur only when orientations are equal and O(*) # O(t), 
diag .( 1) = diag U,( t ). Clearly diag U, ( t ) = diag “( t). Since O(t) # O( * ), again 
diag.,(t) = diag,,(t). Finally, diag.,(t) = diag.,(t). Similar arguments show 
that diag.,(*) =diag.,(*), so U, = U,. 
II. Here we need to prove X(*)oA’=,4’-X(*), where * is the 
smallest value of V and * < . Y. Consider 
We argue as in Lemma 8. Let (r = shape(U)n shape( V), (T, = 
shape( U, ) n shape( V,), and cr3 = shape(U) n shape( V3). We clearly have 
diag.(r) = diag,,,(r), 
diag.,(*) = diag.,(*), 
diag.,(*) =diag,(*), 
diag,(r) = diag,,(rh 
diag(a) = diag(o,). 
Because O(o) = O(s) # O(t) = O(*), we also have 
diag.(*) = diag.,(*), 
d&g,(*) =diag.,(*), 
diag(a) = diag(a,). 
(12) 
(13) 
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If 0( * ) # O(r), we also have 
diag.(*)=diag.,(*), 
diag &I = diag&), 
diag.,W = diagU2(r), 
diag.,(*) = diag,(*). 
If O(a) # O(r), we also have 
d@.,(r) = diag.,tr), 
diag,,(r) = diag.,(r). 
(14) 
(15) 
Again there are three cases. 
(a) If O(r)#O(s) and O(r)#O(t), then (12), (13), (14), and (15) 
hold so that 
diag.,(*)=diag.,(*), 
diag.,(r) = diag.,(r). 
(16) 
(b) If O(r)#O(s), then O(r)#O(o) so that (12), (13), and (15) 
hold. Combining these gives diag.,(*) = diag.,(*), diag.,(r) = diag,,(r), 
diag,(*) = diag,,(*), and diag,(r) = diag,,(r). Thus, * and r will be head- 
to-tail in V if and only if * and r are head-to-tail in Ii,. Thus, * and r will 
cross in V if and only if * and r cross in V2. So diag.,( * ) = diag VJ( * ) and 
diag.,(r)=diag,(r). Combining these with (12) (13), and (15) gives (16). 
(c) If O(r)#O(t), then O(r)#O(*) so that (12), (13), and (14) 
hold. Combining these gives diag ., (r) = diag y,( r) and diag( oI ) = diag( o3 ). 
Thus, K V,( r > will slither if and only if K y,( r ) slithers; and, in fact, the 
number of slithers must be the same. This gives diag,,(r) =diag,(r). 
Finally (12), (13), and (14) give diag.,(*)=diag.,(*), diag,,d(r)= 
diag,,(r), and diag.,(r) = diag,,(r). Thus (16) holds. 
Finally, in any case we have (16). But since only * and r move in (10) 
and (1 1 ), (16) implies U3 = U,. This completes the proof of II. 1 
Note: the condition O(s) # O(t) cannot be removed in both Lemma 8 
and Lemma 9. 
Suppose P is a rim hook tableau whose rim hooks of orientation i have 
entries s1 < s2 < I.. < sI. Let Eci, = E,, 0 E,, ~1 ..+ 1 E,v,, that IS E,,,(P) is P 
with all rim hooks of orientation i evacuated. If e is a rim hook with 
O(a) # i and content j, then 
diagp(j) = diagE,,,~d~). 
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FIGURE 19 
Thus, we can alternatively construct E,,,(P) by removing all rim hooks of 
orientation i and “shoving” everything else diagonally up and to the left. 
See Fig. 19. 
LEMMA 10. The operation EC;, can be accomplished by evacuating the rim 
hooks of orientation i in any order whatsoever. 
Proof. This follows from the alternate construction of E,,,(P) described 
above. i 
LEMMA 11. For any i and hook of content s, 
= 40 4, if O(s) # i. 
Proof. Suppose O(s) = i and a is a rim hook in P with O(a) # i and 
content j. It is easy to check that the diagonal of the rim hook containing i 
is the same in P, ECi, o Z,(P), and E,,,(P). Thus ECi, o Z, = EC;,. If O(s) # i, 
Lemma 9 gives the identity. 1 
LEMMA 12. Zfi#j, then ECi,cEt,,=ECj,oE,,,. 
ProojI Apply Lemma 8 repeatedly. 4 
6. PROJECTION 
In this section we describe how to extract a k-tuple of standard tableaux 
from a given rim hook tableau. Each member of the k-tuple will be 
obtained by “projecting” down to the appropriate orientation. This can be 
done because rim hooks of different orientations are “invisible” to one 
another. While the algorithm presented here is new, the correspondence is 
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not; it is identical to a correspondence due to Robinson and described in 
C81. 
We begin by defining, for in (0, l,..., k - 1 }, Eu, = E,,) 0 . . 7 
E(i-l)oE(i+I)o “’ oE(k-ll). Note that since the ECj, commute (Lemma 12), 
this product can be written in any order. Also, because of our alternate 
description of ECj,, we can interpret E,,(P) as removing all rim hooks of P 
of orientation #i, and pushing the remaining rim hooks (all of orien- 
tation i) along diagonals to the upper left. See Fig. 20. 
LEMMA 13. 
Eli) ’ Z, = Z, ’ E, j) if O(s)= i, 
= E(i) if O(s)# i. 
Proof If O(s) = i, then by Lemma 11, Z, commutes with each ECj, in 
Eli,. If O(s) #i, then Z, commutes with each E,,, in E,, except E,oc,r,. 
Again by Lemma 11, Ec,(,,, kills I,. 1 
LEMMA 14. 
Eli, 0 E, = E, 0 E,i, if O(s)= i, 
= E(i) if O(s)#i. 
Proof If O(s) = i, by Lemma 8, E, commutes with each ECj, in Eci,. If 
O(s)# i, then E, will evacuate s and Eli, will evacuate everything else 
whose orientation is not i. This is the same as simply evacuating everything 
whose orientation is not i (see Lemma 10). 1 
LEMMA 15. Two rim hook tableaux P and Q have the same shape if and 
only if E,,,(P) and EJQ) have the same shape ,for all i. 
Proof. Suppose P and Q have the same shape. We show that the num- 
ber of heads of rim hooks lying on the diagonal d, nd, is the same for P and 
Q. It then follows that E,n(P) and E,,(Q) have the same shape. 
FIGURE 20 
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Let shape(P) = shape(Q) = (iL, ,..., j.,). The largest value of d is then 
d max = 2, - 1, which clearly has a unique head (the last cell in the first row) 
for P and Q. So nd,,, = 1 for P and Q. Next, by induction, suppose that 11,~ 
is the same for P and Q for d= d,,,, d,,,,, - l,..., rl,,, - t, for some t >, 0. 
Every rim hook whose head lies on diagonal d has exactly one cell in each 
of the diagonals d, d - l,..., d - k + I. Thus 
A 2 
n &a 1 i = (size of diagonal d,,, - t - 1 ) - 1 nC,m/max I+ i’ (17) 
, ~-0 
But the size of a diagonal is a function only of the shape, and, by induc- 
tion, the numbers ndm,, , + i are the same for P and Q. 
Now suppose E,,(P) and E,,(Q) have the same shape for all 
0 < i 6 k - 1. Then the first rows of E,,,(P) and ECi,(Q) have the same 
length for all 0 < i 6 k - 1. This implies that d,,, is the same for P and Q. 
Because the nd are the same for all d, (17) implies that the total number of 
cells in diagonal d,,, - t - 1 is the same for P and Q. These numbers, in 
turn, determine the shape of P. # 
Suppose P is a rim hook tableau all of whose rim hooks have the same 
orientation i. We say P is oriented and we write O(P) = i. 
Let h,, denote the ( 1, 1) hook of P; that is, all ceils of P in the first row 
or first column. Note that if P is oriented, then every rim hook of P which 
intersects h, , lies completely within h, , . The same is true for all hooks h,. 
(Note: these hooks, h,,, are not necessarily k-hooks.) 
Suppose P is oriented, O(P) = i. We define f(P) to be the standard 
tableau (all entries distinct, rows and columns strictly increasing) whose 
entries in the hook h, are exactly the entries in hi, of P in their relative 
positions. Alternatively, if diag,(r) = ak + i we put diag,(,,(r) = a. See 
Fig. 21. 
LEMMA 16. The map r is u hijection between all oriented rim hook 
tableaux of the same orientation and all standard tableaux. Furthermore, P 
and Q have the same shape tf and only if r(P) and r(Q) have the same 
shape. 
FIGURE 21 
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Proof. Define diag,-1(,,(r) =ak+ i, where diag,(r) =a for a standard 
tableau S. Ordering along diagonals then defines a rim hook tableau 
rP r(S). The map r preserves shapes, because nd in P is the number of cells 
in the corresponding diagonal of r(P). 1 
Note that standard tableaux are also rim hook tableaux with k = 1. In 
this case r is the identity. Also, I, and E, as defined in Sections 3 and 4 
become the ordinary Schensted insertion algorithm and the ordinary 
Schiitzenberger evacuation algorithm (see [9]). 
LEMMA 17. If P is an oriented rim hook tableau and O(P) = O(s), then 
rol,v(P)=z,~f(P). 
Proof. All rim hooks in P have the same orientation as s. Thus, from 
Remark 1, I, causes each rim hook in P either to slither or to remain 
unchanged. 
To find Z,(P), we find t, , t2 in the first column of P such that t , < s < t2 
If such a pair exists, the rim hook of t,‘s slithers into the next column and 
is replaced by a rim hook of s’s. Ifs > all values in the first column of P, we 
put the hook of s’s and the end of the first column. 
In evaluating Z,(T(P)), the first column of r(P) consists of exactly the 
values in the first column of P. Thus I, will “bump” t, into the second 
column if t, < s < t 2; otherwise s will be placed at the end of the first 
column of r(P). 
It is clear that this procedure continues. 1 
LEMMA 18. If P is an oriented rim hook tableau and O(P) = O(s), then 
~~JE,~(P)=E,~T(P). 
Proof: Note that r < . s are head-to-tail in P if and only if they are 
head-to-tail in T(P), i.e., r is to the left of s or r is above .F in r(P). 
Now let P, = (X(*))‘oCh(s, *)(r(P)) and P2 = (X(*))‘Ch(s, *)(P) for 
some j. Suppose P, = r( P2). Thus, if * < . r we have * and r are head-to- 
tail in P, if and only if they are head-to-tail in P2. Then X(*) crosses * and 
r in P, if and only if X( *) crossses * and r in P,. Thus, X( *)( P, ) = 
T(X(*)( P7)). The identity then follows by induction (on j). 1 
We now combine f and ECi, to define the prqjection Z7,,, = I’(> E,7,. Note 
that 17(,,(P) is a standard tableau. 
LEMMA 19. 
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fl(i, > 1, = 1, fl,,, if O(s) =i, 
= n,,, if O(s) # i. 
ProoJ: These follow from Lemmas 13, 14, 17, and 18. 1 
LEMMA 20. Two rim hook tableaux P and Q have the same shape if and 
only if n,,,(P) and Ilcj,(Q) have the same shape,for all i. 
Proof This follows from Lemmas 15 and 16. 1 
We next describe the connection between U,,,(P) and the star diagram of 
Robinson (see [ 83). Suppose 1 is a shape. Every cell in 1 has an orien- 
tation which is given by its diagonal mod k. Fix an orientation i. A column 
is i-marked if its last cell has orientation i+ 1, and a row is i-marked if its 
last cell has orientation i. A cell in A is i-marked if it lies on the intersection 
of an i-marked row and an i-marked column. The i-marked cells of 1, form 
a shape A(j). In Fig. 22 we show Jb with each cell labeled by its orientation 
and the corresponding lci). 
THEOREM 21. For any rim hook tableau P of shape 1, ,I(‘) is the shape of 
&i,(P). 
Proof: We only sketch a proof and leave the details to the reader. The 
proof is by induction on the number of hooks in P. Let c be the rim hook 
of maximum value of P. Call headrow the row containing the head of c. 
Similarly define headcolumn, tailrow, and tailcolumn. 
Suppose O(a) = i. (The case O(a) # i can be treated similarly.) In this 
case headrow and tailcolumn are i-marked. Also no column between 
tailcolumn and headcolumn and no row between headrow and tailrow can 
be i-marked. After 0 is removed, headcolumn and tailrow become i- 
marked. 
FIGURE 22 
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FIGURE 23 
Figure 23 shows several regions in P. Any i-marked cell in regions A 
remain i-marked upon removal of G. No i-marked cells can occur in 
region B. Any i-marked cells in tailcolumn or headrow (regions C) become 
i-marked cells in headcolumn or tailrow (respectively) upon removal of O. 
Finally the i-marked cell in (headrow, tailcolumn) is deleted. 1 
Clearly the mapping 
17: p -+ (I,,,,..., n,, 1 I(P)) 
is our promised correspondence between rim hook tableaux and k-tuples of 
standard tableaux. Later (Corollary 23) we show this is a bijection. 
7. THE DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
In this section we will prove the key theorem of this paper, the decom- 
position theorem. In effect, it allows us to decompose the rim hook 
Schensted correspondence into k-tuples of ordinary Schensted correspon- 
dences. It will enable us to extend properties of the ordinary Schensted 
algortihm to the rim hook Schensted algorithm. 
Suppose 3? = (Hi ,..., H,) is a hook permutation whose content per- 
mutation (c, ,..., c,) is a permutation of [ml. We will write X in two line 
notation 
H(l) H(2) H(m) iF= . 
HI H, ffm 
where H(r) is a hook of t’s of the same shape as H,. Suppose that 
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H, ,,..., H,,, s, < ... < .sI are the hooks of X of orientation i. Then we deline 
A,,,(X) by the two line array 
1 s 
n,il(-su)== ’ 
! 
S? .C,‘, 
“’ 
\ K,, c ‘2 ) (%\, 
Put u(i) = A,,,(&?). We call the resulting k-tuple /i(X) = (c((,,,..., clCk j ,) a 
k-partitioned permutation of [ml. Figure 24 gives an example of X and 
ACi,(X) for k=4. It is clear that the map 
A: .s-r -+ (~,,,,(.~),..., A(k ,)(.O)) 
defines a bijection between all hook permutations of length m and k-par- 
titioned permutations of [ml. To go backwards, we merely create hooks of 
orientation i for the entries in A,,,(X), and reorder all of the resulting 
pairs. 
We now restate the rim hook Schensted algorithm Sch inductively. Let 
X=( “$!,~:::~~m)). If m = 1, put Sch( “$))=(H,, H(1)). For m>l, put 
j$L(H(I)W(W- I) H,..,H,,m, ) and Sch($)=(f,Q). Then Sch(X)=(P,Q), where 
P = ZIffl,(p), E,(Q) = Q and shape(Q) = shape(P). Note again that Sch 
becomes ordinary Schensted for k = 1, 
We extend the definition of n,,, and 17 to ordered pairs of rim hook 
tableaux, fl&‘, Q) = (n,,,(p)3 n,,,(Q)), and WP, Q) = (WP), n(Q)). 
THEOREM 22 (The decomposition theorem). For all 0 <i< k - 1, 
Z7,,, 0 Sch = Sch 0 ACi,. That is, the diagram 
commutes. 
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Proof. For m = 1 this is obvious so we try induction on m. Suppose 2, 
X, P, Q, P, and Q are defined as above. Let cont(Hm) = r, cl(;) = Ati,( 
d(i) = A(i,($), SCh(d(i,) = (P(i,, C&i,), and Sch(cc,,,) = ( Pfi,, Q(i)). By induc- 
tion we have jiCij = II,,,(P) and Q,i, = Z7,i,(Q). We need to prove the same 
statement without the symbol *. 
We first consider P. From the definition of Sch, 17,,,(P) = IT,,, 0 Z,(p). So 
n(ij(p) = zr” n(t)(p) if O(r) = i, 
= n,,,(P) if O(r)#i 
by Lemma 19, and by induction this becomes 
n(i)(P) = zrr(p(i)) if O(r)=i, (18) 
= &,, if O(r) # i. 
Going the other way, it is clear that BCi, = Cc(,) unless i = O(r), in which case 
aCij has an extra pair (7) at the end. Thus (18) implies that n,,,(P) = P,i,. 
Next we consider Q. By definition E,(Q) = &, so we have II,,,(Q) = 
ZLT,,,oE,(Q). By induction n,,,(Q)= QCz,. By Lemma 19 we have 
n(i,oE,(Q)=E,o~(i,(Q) if O(m)=i, 
= n(i,(Q) if O(m) # i. 
Thus 
&i,(Q) = &(,I if O(m)#i, 
and ^ 
Em 0 n,;,(Q) = Q(i) if O(m)= i. 
Going the other way, again it is easy to see that 
Q,i, = Ern(Qd if O(m)=i, 
= Qo, if O(m)#i. 
(19) 
Thus we see that E,oZZ,,,(Q) = E,(QCi,) if O(m) = i and n(i)(Q)= Qcij if 
O(m) #i. We need to conclude in the former case that II,,,(Q) = Q(i). But 
IICi,(Q) and Z7,,,(P) have the same shape (Lemma 20), and n,,,(P) = PC,) 
has the same shape as QCij. So it follows that 17,i,(Q) and QCi, have the 
same shape. Thus E, 0 n,i,(Q) = E,(Q(i,) implies nCi,(Q) = Q,;, by 
Remark 7. m 
COROLLARY 23. The map 17: P --f (Z7,,,( P),..., Dck _ , ,(P)) fbm rim hook 
tableaux to k-tuples qf standard tableaux with distinct entries is a bijection. 
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Proof Since Sch and A = (A,,,,,.... A,, , )) are bijections, I7 must also 
be a bijection. 1 
Note that it is also possible to prove Corollary 23 by giving an explicit 
description of n- ‘. Note also in Corollary 23 that if rim hooks of P have 
entries { 1, 2,..., m}, then the union of the entries of 17,,,(P) over i is also 
{ 1, 2 ,..., m>. 
Finally, we shall frequently use Corollary 23 in Section 8. In order to 
show two rim hook tableaux are identical, it is sufficient to show that all of 
their projections are identical. 
8. APPLICATIONS OF THE DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
Most of the application of the decomposition theorem involve “chasing” 
around the commutative diagram of the previous section. 
For our first application we give the analog of the Knuth relations 
([lo]; see also [9]). We say two hook permutations are Knuth equivalent if 
one can be obtained from the other by a sequence of admissible trans- 
positions. Suppose (ri ,..., r,) is the content permutation of a hook per- 
mutation (H, ,..., H,). An admissible transposition is one of two types: 
(a) Suppose r, IT r, , , r, is a consecutive triple. Then we can switch: 
(i) Hj~- 2 and H, , if r, , < r, < ri z or rj z < r, < rj , , or 
(ii) H, and H, , if r, < r, 2 < r, , or r, , < r, z < r,. 
(b) If H, ~, and H, have different orientations, we may switch H, and 
Hj-1. 
Note that if k = 1, only condition (a) can occur. These are the usual 
Knuth relations [lo]. 
THEOREM 24. Two hook permutations 2 and 2 are Knuth equivalent if 
and only $Sch(ti) = (P, Q) and Sch($) = (P, &). 
Proof: X and 2 are Knuth equivalent if and only if /i(;,(%) and 
A,,,($) are Knuth equivalent in the usual sense [lo] for all i. But this is 
the case if and only if Sch 0 il,,,(X’) = (P,,,, Q,,,) and Schonti,(%) = 
(P,,,, e,,,) for all i. But by Theorem 22 this is true if and oniy if 
Sch(X’) = (P, Q) and Sch(%) = (P, 0). 1 
Our next application shows the effect on (P, Q) = Sch(X) if X is 
changed in a nice way. Suppose .# is a hook permutation. We call the 
hook permutation obtained by first writing X’ in two line notation, turning 
it upside down, and then sorting by the top row, Znu(Z). Note that if k = 1 
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and &’ is a permutation in S,, then Inv(X) is its inverse. If k = 2 and the 
content permutation is in S,, X is a element in the hyperoctahedral group 
and again Inv(Z’) is its inverse. (For k > 2, Inv(X) is not the group 
theoretic inverse in the corresponding wreath product group.) 
We denote by Rev(X) the hook permutation obtained from X by 
changing the content of each hook in the top row from r to m + 1 -r, 
transposing each hook in both rows, and reordering the columns according 
to the first row. Note that if k = 1, the transposition does nothing. 
We denote by Dual (2) the rim hook permutation obtained from .X by 
changing the content of each hook in the bottom row from r to m + 1 -r 
and transposing all hooks. 
In Fig. 25 we give examples of Inv(X), Rev(X)), and Dual(Z). 
If P is a rim hook tableau, let PT be the transposition of P. Certainly, 
transposition commutes with E,, r, and C. Also, it is clear that Ec,,(Pr) = 
(Eo. i,(P)JT, EdPT) = (Eck-i)(P))T, and nc,JPT) = (fl,, ,,(P))T. 
FIGURE 25 
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LEMMA 25. For any rim hook tableau P, 
Proof First we show that z’-‘ZZ,,,(P) and Zl,,,oL’(P) have the same 
shape. Clearly P and C(P) have the same shape. So Lemma 20 implies that 
II,,,(P) and 17,j, .L’(P) have the same shape. Since C preserves shape, 
n,,,(P) and CcjZ7,,,(P) have the same shape. Thus 2 III,,,(P) and 
II,,, 0 L’(P) also do. 
Next we show that if we evacuate the largest rim hook from both sides in 
Lemma 25, the results are identical. Then Remark 7 will establish the 
lemma. 
Suppose P has entries E{ 1, 2,..., m j and the rim hooks of P of entries 
s,< .’ . < s, have orientation i. Thus, n,,,(P) has entries s, ,..., s, and 
.Zc n,,,(P) has entries m + 1 -s,,..., m + 1 -3,. We will prove the lemma by 
induction on 1. It is sufficient to show 
6, \,+ I~~C~~,,,(P)=E,~.~,+,~~~,,,“~(P). (20) 
Clearly, from the definition of C, we have 
E v-r,+, c’L’~ fl,,,(f’) =CoE,, I ndp). 
Because s, has orientation i, Lemma 19 implies 
C~E,s,~n,,,(P)=Con,,,oE,~,(P). 
But E,y,(P) has one fewer rim hook of orientation i so the induction 
hypothesis implies 
Now we need to bring E,, back across IZ,,,oX. Because none of the rim 
hooks containing m + 2 - s, ,..., m have orientation i, Lemma 19 allows 
these evacuations to be inserted before Z7,,,, 
n,,,oc~E,,(P)=n,,,nE,,+, sI” ... ~E,~CoE,,(P). 
Again the definition of C gives 
~,,,0Em+z-.,,i ... oE,oC~E,,(P)=n,,,o~:oE,,_,n ... 0 E, 0 E,,(P). 
By Lemma 8, E,, commutes with E, for j < sl, so applying this and the 
definition of Z yet again gives 
LT,,,cZnE,, , _ .‘. ~E,;‘E,,(P)=n,,)oE,+, ,i- ... c E, 0 C(P). 
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Now Lemma 19 allows E, + , -s, to move past Z7,,, and Ei (,j> m + 1 - .v,) 
to disappear: 
l7,;)~E,+,.-,,~ ... oE,oC(P)=E,+, ,,oZ7,,,oZ(P). 
The result of this chain of equalities is (20). This completes the proof of 
Lemma 25. 1 
The relationships among Inv, Rev, Dual, Sch, and C are well known for 
k = 1. See [9] for a complete description. Theorem 27 describes these 
relationships for rim hook tableaux. We unify the proofs for Theorem 27 by 
a general principle given in Lemma 26. 
LEMMA 26. Suppose T, , PI, Tz, and pz are permutations on the sets of 
k-hook permutations, k-partitioned permutations, pairs of k-rim hook 
tableaux of the same shape, and k-tuples of pairs of standard tableaux of the 
same shape, respectively. Furthermore, suppose A 2 T, = T, x’ A, 
Sch .) $, = p2 0 Sch, and Ilo T, = p.2 0 Il. Then 
Sch 0 T, = T, 0 Sch. 
Proof. Sch~T,=~-‘oSch~A~T,=n’~Sch~~,.~A= 
U7’o?,Sch4 = T,on-‘SchoA=T,Sch. 1 
THEOREM 27. Suppose Sch(X) = (P, Q). Then 
Sch 0 Inv(%) = (Q, P), (21) 
SchoRev(X)= (P’, Z(Q)‘), (22 1 
and 
Sch 0 Dual(Z) = (Z(P)T, Q’). (23) 
Proof: For (21), we check that ACij 0 Inv = Inv 0 A,,.,. Let T, = Inv, 
PI = Inv, TAP, Q) = (Q, PI, and Tz(PCi,, QCz,) = (QCi,, P,i,) also. The claim 
Sch D Inv = riz 0 Sch is well known [9] when k = 1. By Lemma 26, (21) 
follows. 
For (22), let T, = Rev and ~i(aCO, ,..., a+ ,J = (Rev(a(,- ,,) ,..., Rev(cr(,,)). 
Let T2(P, Q) = (P’, z(QJT) and ~AV’W, Qd...., (Pv-- ,), Qv- d) = 
w;- 1)’ zQ;- &v (P:o,, ZQ$,)). Suppose Z = (H$!,i:::$m)) and 
H s ,,..., H,, have orientation k - i and content t, ,..., t,, respectively. 
Then A,,,o T,(X)= (m+l-,;.‘.‘.‘;+‘-~~). On the other hand, the 
(k- i)th component of n(X) is (;f :::;$ so the ith component of 
Tl(A(X)) is (m+‘-;;:::;+lPsl). Thus AoT,=p,oA. Also 
f’A(&,,, Q,o,L (Pck-,p Qv-1,)) = (U’fk-1,’ cQ:,- ,Jr-, (Pf,,, LQfoJ) 
%?a 40’2.4 
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= ZI(PT, CQT) by Lemma 25, so that 170 T, = T,ol7. Finally, by the 
properties of the ordinary Schensted [9], Sch 0 Rev(q,,) = (I’&, CQ:,), so 
that Sch 0 f, = ri; 0 Sch. Again we apply Lemma 26, 
For (23) we argue as in (22). 1 
COROLLARY 28. The map Z is an involution, i.e., C 0 Z(P) = P for all rim 
hook tableaux P. 
Proof From Theorem 27 and the fact that Rev is an involution 
Sch 0 Rev 0 Rev(X) = Sch(X) = (P, Q) 
and 
Sch(Rev(3L”)) = (P’, Z(Q’)) 
so 
Sch(Rev(Rev(X)))= ((PT)T, C(C(QT)T)) 
= (P, ~o~c(Q)). I 
It is well known that for ordinary Schensted, P = Q if and only if the per- 
mutation is an involution. We call a hook permutation 2 a k-partial 
involution if (3:) ) in 3P implies ($J is also in X. 
COROLLARY 29. A hook permutation Y? is a k-partial involution if and 
only if Sch(X) = (P, P). 
COROLLARY 30. The number of k-partial involutions is equal to the num- 
ber of k-rim hook tableaux. 
COROLLARY 31. Let Sch(X) = (P, P). Then Z(P) = P if and only if 
Rev(Dual(X)) = 2. 
Proof: From Theorem 27, if Sch(X) = (P, P), then 
Sch 0 Rev 0 Dual(#) = (E(P), C(P)). 1 
One of the remarkable facts about the evacuation procedure of Schiitzen- 
berger is that it can proceed in any order. We can use the decomposition 
theorem to prove a similar result. 
Suppose P is a rim hook tableau, P = U u V, where U is a rim hook 
tableau and V is a skew rim hook tableau, with entry in U < every entry in 
V. Let EU=E,,oEsZO ... QE,,, where s, <sZ< *.. <s, are the values in U. 
LEMMA 32. Z7(,,0 E,= En,,,cu,o no,. 
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Proof: By Lemma 19, every E, either passes through ZZci, or is killed by 
n(i) if O(fC,(Sj)) # i. 1 
Suppose V is a skew rim hook tableau of shape ~12. An augmentation of 
V is a rim hook tableau U u V of shape p, where U is a rim hook tableau 
of shape 1 whose entries are all less than the entries of V. Note that several 
augmentations are possible. 
Suppose Uu I/ is an augmentation of V. Then 17,,,( Uu V) = Ucij u VciI, 
where Ucij = I7,,,( U) and VciJ = 17,,,( Uu V) - Ucij. Note that Vcij is 
independent of the augmentation U because the shape of U(i) = l7,,,( U) is 
uniquely determined by the shape of U = i (Lemma 20). We write 
n(i)( V = v(i). 
THEOREM 33. Suppose U, and U2 are two augmentations of V. Then, 
E,,( U, u V) = ELII( Uz u V); that is, E, is independent of the augmentation 
uu v. 
Proof: By Lemma 32, n(i) 0 E,,( U, u V) = Encz,(.,, 0 l7,,,( U, u V) = 
E nl,,(u,)( u,(i) u V,J and similarly n(i) 0 E,,(U, u V = E+,(u~)( uz(i) u V,i,). 
But the evacuation procedure for k = 1 is independent of augmentation (see 
[18-J). Thus 
IIciI 0 E,,( U, u V) = IIci, 0 E,,( U, u V) for all i. 
By Corollary 23, E,,(UI u V) = E,( U, u V). 1 
In fact, the same argument shows that E,( Uu V) = E,( Uu V), where 
E, = E,, o . . . 0 E,, is any reordering of E, = Es, 0 . . * 6 E,,. 
Our next application of the decomposition theorem is to Sch itself. 
Theorem 35 shows how the insertion algorithm (thus Sch) can be defined 
by the evacuation of certain skew diagrams. 
Suppose P is a rim hook tableau and H is a hook whose content is not 
in P. Let PO H denote the skew rim hook tableau obtained by moving P 
to the right k columns, and placing the corner of H in the first column, in a 
row below P with a multiple of k rows above the corner. See Fig. 26. Thus, 
FIGURE 26 
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an empty jk x k rectangle R separates H and P. Similarly, let P@ 0 denote 
the skew rim hook tableau obtained by placing an empty jk x k rectangle R 
to the left of P. See Fig. 27. 
LEMMA 34. If R v PO H (R v P @ 0) is an augmentation qf’ P@ H 
(PO 01, then 
and 
n(i,(RV PO W = n,<,(R) U n,i,(P) 0 n,i,(H), 
where ZZ,,,( R) is a j x 1 column and 
ZZ,,,(H) = cont( H) if O(H) = i, 
=0 if O(H)#i. 
ProoJ: Since P is shifted exactly k columns to the right, ZZ,,,(P@ 0) = 
n,,,(P) 0 @ and n(i,(P 0 H) = n,,,(P) @ IZ,,,( H). Because R has k columns, 
E,n(R) has at most k columns for any 1. This implies that n,,,(R) has at 
most 1 column. Clearly ZZ,,,(R) has at most j rows. So Z?(,)(R) has at most 
j entries for all I= 0, l,..., k - 1. Clearly R contains jk rim hooks, so ZZ,,,(R) 
is a j x 1 column. 1 
THEOREM 35. Let H be a hook whose content is not an entry of a rim 
hook tableau P. Let R v P 0 H be any augmentation of P @ H. Zf E, is any 
reordering of E,, then 
&(RvP@H)=Z,(P) 
and 
&(RvP@@)= P. 
k - 
FIGURE 27 
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Proof: Suppose cant(H) = r. Then, by Lemma 32, 
&, 0 EAR u PO H) = &,n,c,, 0 n,i,(R” PO HI, 
by Lemma 34 
=E n,,,(R)(nc;)(R)” fl,i,(p)@ n,;,(ff)), 
= zr(n(i)(P)) if O(H)= i, 
= n,;,(p) if O(H) # i. 
because the theorem holds for ordinary Schensted (see [21]). But by 
Lemma 19 
n(i)” zH(p) = I r  O n(i)(p) if O(H) = i, 
= n,!,(p) if O(H)#i. 
Once again by Corollary 23, the first claim of the theorem holds. The 
second claim follows similarly. [ 
Theorem 35 gives us an alternate description of Sch using skew 
diagrams. The second part of Theorem 35 says that if one uses evacuation 
to shift a rim hook tableau over by a jk x k rectangle, the tableau is 
unchanged. 
Suppose X is the hook permutation (I?,,..., H,). An increasing sub- 
sequence of ,X is (H,, ,..., H,,) when 1 Q s, < s2 < . . . < s, 6 m, cont(H,,) < 
cont( H,,) < ... ~cont(H~,) and O(H,,)= O(H,,z)= ... = O(H,,,). The length 
of (H, ,,..., H,Y,) is 1. We similarly define a decreasing subsequence of X. 
THEOREM 36. Suppose Sch(X) = (P, Q). Suppose P has r rows and c 
columns. The length of the longest increasing subsequence in X is rr/kJ and 
the length of the longest decreasing subsequence in .?f is [clkl, where [a/h-I 
denotes the smallest integer >a/b. 
Proof: The result is well known in k = 1 [ 143. For larger k, let rti, and 
cc,, denote the number of rows and columns of n,,,(P). From the definition 
of 17(,, we must have rr/kl= max,{r(,)} and [c/k1 = max,{c,,,}. The result 
follows from Theorem 22 and the k = 1 case. 1 
9. FURTHER REMARKS 
The ubiquitous Schensted algorithm can only be described as “well con- 
nected.” In this paper, we have chosen to extend only the properties of the 
Schensted algorithm which, in our view, are most central. There is a sub- 
stantial literature surrounding the construction, and we feel that many of 
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its applications, reformulations, and extensions may be “lifted” in the spirit 
of Section 8. We give here a few possibilities. 
The Schensted algorithm has been extended to multiset permutations 
and “column strict” tableaux [IO]. The rim hook version can also be 
extended. The multiset extension of ordinary Schensted is an important 
construction in the representation theory of S,,. The rim hook analog 
would be associated with the representations of S,[Z,]. 
The Schensted algorithm may be reformulated as the Hillman-Grass1 
correspondence [4,7] or the Burge correspondence [2, 31. We suspect 
there may be rim hook versions of these constructions. 
“Le monoid plaxique” of Lascoux and Schutzenberger [ 111 is a monoid 
of words obtained by “mod-ing out” Knuth equivalence. This construction 
apparently can now be extended to hooks. 
The p-core of a shape (see [IS]) is that shape that is left after all possible 
rim hooks of length p have been removed. It does not depend on the order 
of removal. This paper has essentially dealt with shapes with empty k-cores. 
How much of the material here extends to shapes with arbitrary k-core? 
The idea of a p-core is closely tied to the modular representation theory of 
S, (see [8]). We hope that some of the ideas in this paper might have 
application to this theory. 
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